
 Sales  Bulletin

In support of our recent release of the all new “Plug and Play” control box on Rotary Lift 
two post and four post lifts, the team at Rotary Lift are pleased to offer a special promotion 
on the “Plug and Play” accessories to get you and your customer up and running experiencing
the benefits they offer.

Special Promotion

  

Lock light provides an instant Green Light visual confirmation when a lift is lowered to its locks.

Features and Benefits

Lock light is compatible with most surface and inground style lifts that use an electric/ hydraulic
power unit. 
The motion activated SpotLine laser system helps center vehicles in bays quickly and accurately.
SpotLine laser system greatly reduces spotting time by shooting a green laser line down the 
center of the bay and on to the vehicle’s hood and dash.
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Promotion is subject to change at any time.

If you have any questions concerning this product , plesase contact Rotary Lift Asia Customer Service at 86-513-80787398 

LLSLKIT1 
  Kit includes    FA834Y-KIT1 and FA7814Y-KIT6                                                  $210 USD

The promotional pack consists of the all new efficiency adding SpotLine Laser and protection 
of LockLight for the two post lift range.  Please review the supporting service bulletin to see full 
detail of fitting and installation detail. 

LLSLKIT2
Kit includes  FA834Y-KIT-SW and FA7814Y-KIT-SW                                                          $210 USD

LLSLKIT3
Kit includes  FA835Y-KIT3 and FA7814Y-KIT4 for hardwiring                                    $210 USD

This promotion is valid from 1/5/2020 through to 1/9/2020. 

For our Rotary Lift four post range of lifts utilising the new switch box, we have available the  “Plug and Play” 
LockLight.  During this promotional period, we will also offer the new accessory at an introductory special price.

FA835Y-KIT1 Lock Light with plug/cut plug for hard wiring          $135 USD
Suits SM4T SM14 and SM18, Plug for new control box FA9147Y-UL-12, cut plug for old 
drum switch and FA9147 control box

  Suits SPOA10 SPOA7 ATO77 and TLO7 with new plug in control box FA9147Y-UL-12

  Suits VSGA SPOA10 shockwave

  Suits SPOA10 SPOA7 ATO77 and TLO7 with old drum switch and FA9147 control box

Please review the Rotary New Control Box bulletin, Lock light and Spotline Laser cut sheets for more datails.

http://www.vsg-asia.com/uploads/Bulletin%20-%20New%20Control%20Box%20-%20Rotary.pdf
http://www.vsg-asia.com/uploads/LIGHT%20LOCK%20CUTSHEET_2020.pdf
http://www.vsg-asia.com/uploads/Laser.pdf
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